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Noise through quantum pumps
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We study the current noise through an unbiased quantum electron pump and its mesoscopic fluctuations for
arbitrary temperatures and beyond the bilinear response. In the bilinear regime, we find the full distributions of
the noise power and the current-to-noise ratio for chaotic quantum dots with single-channel and many-channel
ballistic point contacts. For a dot with many-channel point contacts we also calculate the ensemble-averaged
noise at arbitrary temperature and pumping strength. In the limit of strong pumping, a new temperature scale
appears that corresponds to the broadening of the electron distribution function in the dot as a result of the
time-dependent perturbations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A periodic perturbation of a confined electron system m
produce a direct current. The initial theoretical proposal1,2

and experimental realizations3–5 for electron pumps were fo
a pump where the spectrum is gapped and the ch
pumped in one cycle quantized and not subject to fluct
tions. Recently, attention has shifted to pumps that are w
connected to electron reservoirs, and, hence, do not ha
gapped excitation spectrum.6–9 If the pump relies on a time
dependent perturbation that mainly affects the quantu
mechanical phases of the electrons, and not their clas
trajectories, it is referred to as a ‘‘quantum electron pum
Such a quantum pump was fabricated by Switkeset al.10

The current that is pumped through a quantum elect
pump is subject to mesoscopic fluctuations and to quan
or thermal fluctuations~noise!. Mesoscopic fluctuations o
the current refer to the fact that the magnitude and direc
of the time-averaged current vary from sample to sam
For a quantum pump built from a chaotic quantum dot, a
the case in the experiment of Ref. 10, the mesoscopic cur
fluctuations were investigated for various regimes of te
perature, pumping amplitude, and dot conductances.8,9,11–14

On the other hand, noise—quantum and thermal fluctuat
of the current—is a property of the current pumped throu
a particular realization of an electron pump. Noise in an el
tron pump is best described by the fluctuations of the cha
pumped through the system in a certain number of pump
cycles. The statistics of such charge fluctuations was stu
in Refs. 15–22 for temperatures and pumping frequen
much smaller than the inverse dwell time~escape rate! of
electrons in the quantum dot.

In this paper, we consider the mesoscopic fluctuations
the noise. We do not impose any restrictions on the rela
magnitudes of temperatureT, pumping frequencyv, escape
rate g, and pumping amplitude. This is important, as in
experimental realization of a quantum pump,T and g are
usually comparable, while both are much larger thanv. Fur-
thermore, the experiment of Ref. 10 has addressed both
cases of weak pumping, where the pumped currentĪ !ev

and strong pumping, whereĪ @ev. Previous works by An-
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dreev and Kamenev15 and Levitov16 addressed the full count
ing statistics, but at temperatureskT!\v only. The mean-
square charge fluctuations for\v,kT!g ~but including the
case\v'kT) and weak pumping were considered very r
cently by Moskalets and Bu¨ttiker.22

Denoting the quantum-mechanical average with a
•••̄, the quantum and thermal fluctuations of the pump
charge are described by

S5
1

t0
@Q22~Q̄!2#. ~1!

Here t0 is the observation time andQ is the total charge
pumped through the dot in the timet0. The noise in an
electron pump can be divided onto a Nyquist-Johnson co
ponentSN and pumping componentSP. The former is the
thermal equilibrium noise due to the thermal fluctuations
electrons in the leads, and depends on the electron temp
ture T in the leads and the time-averaged conductanceḠ of
the quantum dot through the fluctuation-dissipation theor

SN52kTḠ. ~2!

The pumping contributionSP, in contrast, is a true nonequ
librium noise due to the perturbation of electronsinside the
dot. As we shall discuss in Sec. III, this contribution to t
noise can be seen as arising due to the heating of elect
inside the dot as a result of the time-dependent perturbat

In the adiabatic regime\v!g one needs to vary at leas
two system parameters periodically in order to generat
direct current. Current noise, however, is already generate
only one parameter is varied. The problem of current no
~and full counting statistics! for a single time-dependent sca
terer with frequency\v!g was addressed by Levitov an
co-workers.19,20 Our results can be used to compute the m
soscopic fluctuations of the current in that case. We find t
the main effect of the second time-dependent parameter
true electron pump is to reduce the mesoscopic fluctuat
of the noise.

The paper is organized as follows: A formal express
for the noise in terms of the time-dependent scattering ma
of the dotS is derived in Sec. II. Section III considers th
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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mesoscopic fluctuations of the noise through a chaotic qu
tum dot with two~or more! time-dependent parameters. F
an adiabatic quantum pump at temperaturekT!g we con-
sider the full distribution of the mesoscopic fluctuations
the noise in Sec. III A. We focus on the cases of a quan
dot with single-channel and many-channel point conta
For a dot with many-channel point contacts, the sample
sample fluctuations of the noise are much smaller than
average. In Sec. III B we then present the ensemble-aver
noise for a dot with many-channel point contacts at arbitr
temperature and pumping strength. We conclude in Sec
Finally, in Appendix we give some details of the calculatio
of the averages over the ensemble of chaotic quantum d

II. GENERAL FORMALISM

We consider fluctuations of charge transmitted throu
the sample during the observation timet0. The sample is
connected to electron reservoirs through two-point conta
with NL andNR open channels, respectively, see Fig. 1. It
subject to a periodic perturbation at frequencyv/2p. The
perturbation is described by specifying the time depende
of parametersX1(t),X2(t), . . . ,Xn(t) characterizing Hamil-
tonian of the sample. The electrons in the two reservoirs
held at the same chemical potentialm and temperatureT at
all times during the pumping cycle.

We calculate the noise of the quantum pump using
scattering formalism of Bu¨ttiker.23 In Büttiker’s original ap-
plication there are no time-dependent perturbations, so
the system is described by a scattering matrix that depe
on energy, but not on time. On the other hand, as long
pumping frequencies and temperatures much smaller
the escape rateg are considered, the system with a tim
dependent perturbation can be described using a scatt
matrix that depends on time, but not on energy.15,16,19–22

WhenkT, \v, andg are all comparable, one needs to us
scattering matrixS that depends on both time and energy,
equivalently, that depends on two times or two energ
Here we shall make use of a formulation with a scatter
matrix S(t,t8) that depends on two times. This formulatio
was used to calculate the time-averaged conductance
pumped current in Ref. 13. The formalism is equivalent

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the quantum dot and the lea
There areNL (NR) propagating modes in the left~right! contact.
The shape of the dot is controlled by the voltages of two sha
defining gates. The vectorsaL,R andbL,R of annihilation operators
for the incoming and outgoing states, respectively, in the left~L!
and right~R! leads are related by the scattering matrixS.
24531
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the two-energy scattering formalism developed by Bu¨ttiker
and co-workers for time-dependent transport through me
scopic structures.24–27

The scattering matrixS(t,t8) relates the annihilation@cre-
ation# operatorsaa(t) @a†(t)# andba(t) @ba

†(t)# of incoming
states and outgoing states in channela51, . . . ,2N of the
leads~the indexa includes the spin degree of freedom!,

ba~ t !5E
2`

1`

Sab~ t,t8!ab~ t8!dt8, ~3a!

ba
†~ t !5E

2`

1`

ab
†~ t8!@S †~ t8,t !#badt8. ~3b!

Here the indicesa andb label the propagating channels
the point contact contacting the dot to the left and right r
ervoirs fora,b51, . . . ,2NL anda,b52NL11, . . . ,2N, re-
spectively. The 2N32N matricesS † andS are related as

@S †~ t8,t !#ab5Sba* ~ t,t8!. ~4!

Causality requires thatS(t,t8)50 if t,t8. We restrict our
attention to the case where spin rotation invariance is p
served, and, hence,S is proportional to the 232 unit matrix
in spin grading.

The expression for the currentIL in the left lead is

IL~ t !5e(
a51

2NL

@aa
†~ t !aa~ t !2ba

†~ t !ba~ t !#. ~5!

A similar expression holds for the currentIR in the right lead.
Although the currentsIL(t) and2IR(t) in the left and right
leads do not need to be equal at every instance of the pu
ing cycle, their integrals over one pumping cycle are.~The
charge on the dot is conserved after each cycle.! Hence, since
we are only interested in the time-averaged chargeQ̄
pumped through the dot and the charge noiseS, we can re-
place the expression for the current operator by a suita
combination ofIL and IR ,

I ~ t !5
NR

N
IL~ t !2

NL

N
IR~ t !

5e (
a,b51

2N

@aa
†~ t !Labab~ t !2ba

†~ t !Labbb~ t !#. ~6a!

HereL is a diagonal matrix with elements

Laa5H NR /N a51, . . . ,2NL

2NL /N a52NL11, . . . ,2N.
~6b!

In terms of the current operatorI , the time-averaged
pumped currentI reads

I 5
1

t0
E

0

t0
dtĪ ~ t !, ~7!

where the observation timet0 is an integer number of pump
ing cycles. The noiseS is defined as@cf. Eq. ~1!#

s.

e-
4-2
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S5
1

t0
E

0

t0
dtdt8@ I ~ t !I ~ t8 !̄2 Ī ~ t ! Ī ~ t8!#. ~8!

In the leads, the electron distribution function is given
the Fourier transformf (t) of the Fermi function,

ab
†~ t8!aa~ t !̄5dab f ~ t82t !,

ab~ t8!aa
†~ t !̄5dab f̃ ~ t2t8!, ~9!

where we defined

f̃ ~ t !5d~ t !2 f ~ t !. ~10!

Averages involving four creation/annihilation operators a
calculated using Wick’s theorem, see, e.g., Ref. 23. Us
Eq. ~3! to eliminate the operatorsb(t) andb†(t) from Eqs.
~6a! and~9! to compute the quantum-mechanical expectat
values, we find the average current

I 5
1

t0
eE

0

t0
dtE dt1dt2f ~ t12t2!Tr@S †~ t1 ,t !LS~ t,t2!

2d~ t2t1!Ld~ t2t2!#, ~11!

and the noise

S5SN1SP, ~12!

where the Nyquist-Johnson and pumping contributionsSN

andSP read

SN5
2e2

t0
E

0

t0
dtdt8E dt1dt2f ~ t12t8! f̃ ~ t82t2!

3Tr@d~ t2t1!L2d~ t2t2!2S †~ t1 ,t !LS~ t,t2!L#,

~13!

SP5
e2

t0
E

0

t0
dtdt8E dt1dt2dt18dt28 f ~ t12t28! f̃ ~ t182t2!

Tr@S †~ t1 ,t !LS~ t,t2!S †~ t18 ,t8!LS~ t8,t28!

2d~ t2t1!d~ t82t18!L2d~ t2t2!d~ t82t28!#. ~14!

~These equations can also be derived using the Keldysh
malism, see Ref. 28.! Equation~14! coincides with the resul
of Andreev and Kamenev in the extreme low-temperat
adiabatic limitkT!\v!g.15

For adiabatic pumping,\v!g, Eq. ~11! is equivalent to
the time-averaged current of Refs. 8 and 9. The Nyqu
Johnson contribution to the noise is related to the tim
averaged conductanceḠ of the system at temperatureT, see
Refs. 29, 30, and Eq.~2! above.

A. Bilinear adiabatic pumping

Of particular interest is the case when the perturbatio
slow compared to the~elastic! escape rateg of the electrons
from the sample into the reservoirs. This is the regime of
24531
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adiabatic quantum pump of Ref. 10. In this approximation
is advantageous to use an analog of the Wigner transform
the matrixS(t,t8),

S~«,t !5E
2`

1`

dt8e2 i«(t2t8)S~ t,t8!. ~15!

Up to corrections of order\v/g, the matrixS(«,t) is equal
to the ‘‘instantaneous’’ scattering matrixSX(«), which is ob-
tained by ‘‘freezing’’ all parametersXj to their values at time
t.31,32

If, in addition to being adiabatic, the parametersXj ,
j 51, . . . ,n, undergo only small excursions from their ave
age value, which we set to zero, we may further expand
Xj . To find the noise it is sufficient to expandS up to the
second order inX. Arranging the parametersXj in an
n-component vectorX5(X1 , . . . ,Xn)T, we thus find

SP5
e2

4t0
E

0

t0
dtdt8E

2`

1` d«

2pE2`

1`d«8

2p
cos@~«2«8!~ t2t8!#

3@ f ~«! f̃ ~«8!1 f ~«! f̃ ~«8!#

3$@X T~ t !2X T~ t8!#K~«,«8!@X~ t8!2X~ t !#%, ~16a!

where f̃ («)512 f («) and then3n matrix K reads

Ki j ~«,«8!5Tr@L2Ri~«!Rj~«!1L2Rj~«8!Ri~«8!

22LRi~«!LRj~«8!#,

Rj~«!52 i
]SX~«!

]Xj
S X

†~«!. ~16b!

For kT!g, Eq. ~16a! coincides with the result found by
Moskalets and Bu¨ttiker.22

In the bilinear regime and at zero temperature, the tim
averaged currentI and the noiseSP are sufficient to define
the total counting statistics of the pump:16 To lowest order in
the excursions of the parametersXj , the pumping cycles are
statistically independent. A pumping cycle is characteriz
by quantum-mechanical probabilitiesPR andPL that an elec-
tron is pumped from left to right or from right to left, respe
tively. Both PR and PL are small, of orderX2, and one has
I 5(ev/2p)(PL2PR),SP5(e2v/2p)(PL1PR).

For a typical quantum dot with capacitanceC and mean
level spacingD, the charging energye2/2C@D. The deriva-
tives in Eq.~16b! should be taken at a constant value of t
chemical potentialm, which, in the Hartree approximation, i
equal to sum of the electron’s kinetic energy and the elec
static potential. In the absence of electron-electron inter
tions all derivatives are taken at constant value of the kin
energy. As we prefer to take derivatives at constant kine
energy~i.e., at constant«) in both cases, we substitute th
parametric derivatives as24,33

]

]X U
m

→ ]

]XU
«

2S 1

2
TrR i

pC

e2 2
i

2
Tr

]SX

]«
S X

†
D ]

]«
. ~17!
4-3
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Equation~17! differs from a similar expression in Ref. 8 b
factor of 1/2 in front of the traces because of the double s
of matrix S as a result of the inclusion of spin.

III. APPLICATION TO CHAOTIC QUANTUM DOTS

We now consider the mesoscopic fluctuations of
pumping noiseSP for the case of a chaotic quantum dot. T
quantum dot is characterized by a mean level spacingD,
escape rateg5ND/2p, Thouless energyETh5\/terg@D,
and capacitanceC, with charging energye2/2C@D. It is
coupled to two electron reservoirs via ballistic point conta
with NL andNR channels each, see Fig. 1.

The dot is driven by periodically varying parameter~s!
Xi ,i 51, . . . ,n with frequencyv, cf. Fig. 1. In the experi-
ment of Ref. 10, the parametersXi correspond to the voltage
on external gates that control the dot shape. The precise
lation between the parametersX used in the theory and in th
experiment is not knowna priori, but can be establishe
using independent measurements of, e.g., the derivativ
the conductance33 or the rate of change of the position o
Coulomb blockade peaks when the point contacts betw
the dot and the reservoirs are pinched off.13 Following Refs.
8,11,13, we will assume that the different parametersXi cor-
respond to different perturbations of which the matrix e
ments between states~of the closed dot! within a Thouless
energy from the Fermi level«50 are Gaussian and indepe
dently distributed. We choose the scale for the parameterXi
such that the mean-square derivativê(]«m /]Xi)
3(]«m /]Xj )&5d i j D

2/p2, whereD is the mean level spac
ing and«m is an energy level in the closed dot.

The transmitted chargeQ is measured during a timet0,
which we will assume to be a large number of pumpi
cycles. This requirement of large observations is discusse
detail in Ref. 20. For short observation times boundary
fects related to switching processes in the system need t
taken into account.

A. Weak adiabatic low-temperature pumping

If not only the frequency\v is much smaller than the
escape rateg, but alsokT!g, the scattering matrixS(«,t) in
Eq. ~16a! can be taken at the Fermi level«50, and we find
the simple result

SP5
e2

t0
E

0

t0
dtdt8 f ~ t2t8! f̃ ~ t82t !

1

2
$@X~ t !T

2X~ t8!T#K@X~ t8!2X~ t !#%, ~18a!

Ki j 5Tr~L2RiRj1L2RjRi22LRiLRj !. ~18b!

We now consider the case of two time-dependent par
eters,X(t)5@X1(t),X2(t)#T,

X1~ t !5X1cos~vt !,X2~ t !5X2cos~vt1f!, ~19!

in more detail. For this case, Eq.~18a! is factorized into a
factor F(T,v) that depends on the relevant time and ene
scales, and a sample specific contribution
24531
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SP5e2F~T,v!~K11X1
21K22X2

212 cosfK12X1X2!.
~20!

To find the integralF(T,v) for the physically relevant limit
of long observation timest0@1/T, we note that in this limit
the distribution functionf (t) is given by Fourier transform
of the equilibrium Fermi distribution function,

f ~ t !5E d«

2p\

ei«t/\

e«/kT11
5

ikT

2\ sinh~pkTt/\!
. ~21!

Substitution into Eq.~18a! then yields

F5
v

2p S coth
\v

2kT
2

2kT

\v D . ~22!

The result~20! with F given by Eq.~22! coincides with the
theory of Moskalets and Bu¨ttiker.22

The physical meaning of the functionF(T,v) that be-
comes clear once it is written in energy representation

F5E d«

2p\ F1

2
f ~«1 1

2 \v! f̃ S «2
1

2
\v D2 f ~«! f̃ ~«!

1
1

2
f S «2

1

2
\v D f̃ S «1

1

2
\v D G . ~23!

Equation~23! measures the change in the number of equi
rium electron-hole pairs due to absorption and emission
the pumping field quantum\v. At temperatureskT!\v the
Fermi distribution is sharp, andF5v/2p. At high kT@\v,
the Fermi distribution is smooth on the scale;v, so thatF
is small,F;\v2/kT.

Fluctuations of the noise are described by the second
tor in Eq. ~20!, which varies from sample to sample. To fin
the mesoscopic fluctuations of the noise, we use the j
distribution of the matricesRi ( i 51,2) derived in Ref. 34.
The resulting distribution of this mesoscopic contribution d
pends on two parameters

Cl5
2

N
~X1

21X2
2!, Cc5

4

N
X1X2sinf. ~24!

Equality Cc5Cl is achieved ifX15X2 and f5p/2, corre-
sponding to the circular contour in the (X1 ,X2) plane. Below
we consider the noise distribution for a quantum dot w
single-channel point contacts (NL5NR51), and for a dot
with many-channel point contacts (NL ,NR@1) separately.

1. Two channel geometry, NÄ2

For smallN, the full distribution of the noise can be ob
tained using the method of Ref. 35 to numerically gener
the matricesR1 andR2 according to the appropriate distr
bution, see Appendix for details. Figure 2 shows the dis
bution of the noise powerSP and the current-to-noise rati
I /SP for a quantum dot with single-channel leads (N52) for
the caseCl5Cc . The distributions are shown with and with
out time-reversal symmetry. For reference we have also
cluded the distributions for the casee2/C!D of weak
electron-electron interactions inside the dot. The caseCc
4-4
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NOISE THROUGH QUANTUM PUMPS PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 245314
,Cl ~i.e., the dependence on the phase differencef) is il-
lustrated in Fig. 3. The current-to-noise ratio shown in Fi
2 and 3 accounts for the pumping noiseSP only. The
Nyquist-Johnson noiseSN presents a different noise sourc
which will dominate over the pumping noise ifkT
*\vACl .

We note that the distributions ofSP and I /SP are highly
non-Gaussian. In particular, the mean^SP& of the noise dis-
tribution is dominated by the algebraic tail for largeSP, and
is not representative of the distribution itself.@For example,
in the absence of time-reversal symmetry and fore2/C!D,
the mean̂ SP&58/3(e2ClF), while the most probable valu
is for SP'0.5(e2ClF).# We also note that, while the phas
difference f affects the typical size of the time-averag
pumped currentI}evCc but not the form of the distribution
changingf has a small effect on the average noise^SP&, but
changes the shape of the noise distribution significantly,
Fig. 3. In particular, the probability to find smallSP is sig-
nificantly higher forf close to zero than forf;p/2. The
reason for this difference is that the casef;p/2 corre-
sponds to noise generated by two independent sources, w
f close to zero corresponds to only a single noise sou
Furthermore, the current-noise ratioI /SP has a maximum a
I /SP5e, as was predicted by Levitov.16 For a quantum dot
with single-channel point contacts, there is a finite proba
ity density to achieve this optimum current-to-noise ratio,
is seen in the inset of Fig. 2. For point contacts with mo
than one channel, the probability density to attain the ma
mum valueI /SP5e vanishes,16 see, e.g., Fig. 4.

2. Multichannel limit, Nš1

For largeN, the ensemble average and variance of
noise can be expressed in terms of an integral over the

FIG. 2. Main panel: Distribution of pumping noiseSP for a
chaotic quantum dot with single-channel point contacts and
time-dependent parametersX1 and X2 given by Eq.~19! with Cl

5Cc . @The parametersCl and Cc are defined in Eq.~24!.# The
noise is measured in units ofe2ClF. The plots are with and withou
time-reversal symmetry~TRS! and for e2/C!D ~weak electron-
electron interactions inside the dot! or e2/C@D. Inset: distribution
of the current-to-noise ratioI /SP, measured in units ofv/(2pFe).
There is no divergence atI /SP→0.
24531
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tary group and over the eigenvalues of the Wigner-Sm
time-delay matrixR52 i\(]S/]«)S†.36 These integrals can
be calculated using the method of Refs. 36, 37, together w
asymptotic expressions for the density and two-point co
lations of the eigenvalues of the Wigner-Smith time-de
matrix, see Appendix for details.

The result is

^SP&52e2FgS 11
2

N
db,1DCl ~25a!

varSP5~2e2F !2
g

N S 3F11~112db,1!
2g

N GCl
2

2F11~114db,1!
g

NGCc
2D , ~25b!

where we abbreviatedg5NLNR /N. The factorF depends on
v andT and was defined in Eq.~22!. Note that the fluctua-
tions of SP are a factor;1/N smaller than the average
Higher cumulants of the noise are even smaller, so that
conclude that, forN@1, the noise distribution become
sharply peaked at the average^SP& and that the remaining
sample-to-sample fluctuations are Gaussian.

In Fig. 4 we show the results of a numerical calculation
the distribution noiseSP and the current-to-noise ratioI /SP

for a dot with NL5NR55,N510. This value ofN can be
seen as intermediate between the small-N regime, where the
distributions are strongly non-Gaussian and the large-N re-
gime where the distributions are Gaussian. We note that
N510 the noise distribution still has pronounced tails f
largeSP.

o

FIG. 3. Distribution of the pumping noiseSP ~main panel! and
the current-to-noise ratioI /SP ~inset! for a quantum dot with two
single-channel point contacts and broken time-reversal symm
for various values ofCc /Cl . The values ofCc /Cl shown are
Cc /Cl51,sin(p/4),sin(p/12), and 0. If the variations of the param
etersX1 and X2 have equal amplitudes, this corresponds to ph
differencef5p/2,p/4,p/12, and 0, respectively. The noiseSP is
measured in units ofe2ClF and the currentI is measured in units of
eClv/2p. For Cc50, P(I /SP) is a delta function atI /SP50 ~not
shown!.
4-5
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B. Noise at arbitrary pumping for multichannel dots

In this section we consider a general time dependence
amplitude of the parametersXj . We limit ourselves to the
calculation of the ensemble-averaged noise, since the m
scopic fluctuations of the noise are smaller than the ave
by a factor 1/N if N@1, see Eq.~25!.

For a calculation of the ensemble-average noise^SP&,
we need to know the correlation functions of scatter
matrix elementsSab(t,t8) for an ensemble of chaoti
quantum dots. The indicesa and b refer to the ‘‘orbital’’
channels as well as to the spin of the electrons. In or
to discriminate between the orbital and spin degrees
freedom, we seta5( i ,s), where s561 refers to spin
and i 51, . . . ,N denotes the orbital channels,i 51, . . . ,NL
for channels in the left point contact andi 5NL11, . . . ,N
for channels in the right point contact. In this notation, t
scattering matrixSab5S i j

o dss8 is proportional to the 232
unit matrix in spin space. The correlator of the orbital p
Si j

o reads

^S i j
o ~ t,t8!S kl

o* ~t,t8!&

5d~ t2t82t1t8!Fd ikd j l DS t1t

2
,t81

t2t

2
,t2t D

1d i l d jkCS t1t

2
,t81

t2t

2
,t2t D G , ~26!

with D andC given by

D~ t1 ,t2 ,t!5Q~ t12t2!expH 2E
t2

t1Ddj

2p\
$Nd12@X T~j2t/2!

2X T~j1t/2!#@X~j2t/2!2X~j1t/2!#%J ,

~27!

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 2 for a quantum dot withNL5NR

55. Curves with weak and strong electron-electron interaction
indistinguishable.
24531
nd

so-
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C~ t1 ,t2 ,t!5Q~ t12t2!expH 2E
t22t/2

t12t/2Ddh

2p\
$Nc12@X T~h!

2X T~ t11t22h!#@X~h!2X~ t11t22h!#%J .

~28!

Here Q(z)51 if z.0 and 0 otherwise and we
abbreviated

Nd5N, Nc5N12x2, ~29!

where x}(F/F0)(tergD)21/2 is a dimensionless paramete
describing the magnetic flux penetrating the quantum dot
F0 the flux quantum.39 The unitary ensemble, when time
reversal symmetry is fully broken, corresponds to the lim
x→`.

In the literature, two equivalent approaches have b
taken to calculate correlators such as Eq.~26! above, the
Hamiltonian and scattering approaches.39 In the Hamiltonian
approach the fundamental object is the random Hamilton
of the closed chaotic quantum dot and the Green functi
related to it. Once the scattering matrixS is expressed in
terms of Green functions, the correlator~26! can be analyzed
by standard diagrammatic techniques. The two termsC and
D then appear as the cooperon and diffuson contributio
The fundamental object of the scattering approach is a
tistical model for the scattering matrixS of an ensemble of
dots. Equivalence of both methods, including the parame
and energy dependence ofS is shown in Ref. 34. A deriva-
tion of Eq.~26! using the scattering approach is given in R
40. We refer to Ref. 28 for a discussion based on the Ham
tonian approach.

Knowing the correlator~26!, we can find the ensemble
averaged noisêSP&,

^SP&5
2e2g

t0
E

0

t0
dtdt8 f ~ t2t8! f̃ ~ t82t !

3H F E
0

`

DS t1t8

2
,
t1t8

2
2

\z

g
,t82t DdzG2

21J ,

~30!

whereg5NLNR /N is the dot conductance,g5ND/2p the
escape rate, and we assumedt0@1/v,\/g. The Cooperon
termC of Eq. ~26! does not appear in̂SP& to leading order in
1/N; its contribution is a factor 1/N smaller, see, e.g., Eq
~25a!.

Equation~30! gives the ensemble-averaged noise for
bitrary v,T, and g, and for arbitrary excursions of the pa
rametersXj . We now investigate Eq.~30! for the case that
there are two time-dependent parametersX1 and X2 with
time dependence given by Eq.~19!. In order to distinguish
regimes of ‘‘weak’’~bilinear! and ‘‘strong’’ pumping, we in-
troduce the energy scale13,30

kT* 5\vACl . ~31!

re
4-6
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The meaning of the energy scalekT* becomes clear when
we view the pumping process as ‘‘diffusion in ener
space:’’ carriers absorb or emit energy quanta of size\v at a
rate X2D/\.13 Weak ~bilinear! pumping corresponds to th
case when the probability to absorb or emit one or m
quanta is small, i.e., to the regimeX2D!g or kT* !\v. For
kT* @\v many quanta are absorbed or emitted, so that
carriers in the dot shift their energies by an amou
;\vAX2D/g;T* . If T* exceeds the temperatureT of the
electrons in the leads, the time-dependent potentials in
dot lead to significant ‘‘heating’’ of the electrons inside th
dot andT* can be viewed as an effective electron tempe
ture inside the dot. The latter regime is referred to
‘‘strong’’ pumping.

For weak pumping,kT* !\v, we can expandD to first
order inX2 and we recover the result Eq.~25a!, now without
a restriction on the temperatureT. For strong pumping,
kT* @max$\v,kT%, a simple expression for the noise pow
d

te

24531
e

e
t

he

-
s

can be obtained if pumping is adiabatic,\v!g. In that case,
we note that D in Eq. ~30! contains the fast deca
;exp(2z) and a slowly varying contribution from the tim
dependence of the parametersXj . Since theXj vary slowly
on the time scale\/g, the integration overz can be done,
and the result is

^SP&5
2e2g

t0
E

0

t0
dt8dt f~ t82t ! f̃ ~ t2t8!

3F S N

N12@X T~ t !2X T~ t8!#@X~ t !2X~ t8!#
D 2

21G .

~32!

In the limit of low temperatures,kT!\v ~and, as before,
assuming long observation times\/t0!kT,\v), Eq. ~32!
yields
^SP&5
e2gv

p

$116Cl@11Cl~12S2!#%E~k!2@112Cl~12S!#K ~k!

p@112Cl~12S!#A112Cl~11S!
, ~33!
ned

q.

a
to

d in
a

h
e-

of
of a

tion
a

o
me
t

whereE(k) andK (k) are full elliptic integrals of the secon
and third kind, respectively, and we abbreviated

S5A12S Cc

Cl
D 2

, k25
4ClS

112Cl~11S!
. ~34!

In the special case that the two time-dependent parame
X1(t) andX2(t) have equal amplitudes,S5ucosfu. The de-
pendence of the averaged noise in Eq.~33! on the ratio
Cc /Cl ~i.e., on the phase differencef) is weak. For the case
Cc50 (f50) we find the asymptotes

^SP&5e2g
v

p
Cl5e2g

~kT* !2

p\2v
if kT* !\v ~35a!

^SP&5e2g
3v

p2ACl

2
5e2g

3

p2\A2
kT* if kT* @\v

~35b!

For the caseCc50, but at arbitrary temperatureskT, Eq.
~32! yields

^SP&5e2gvS 2kT

\v D 2E
0

` dz

sinh2~2pkTz/\v!

3H 12
\v

A~\v!214~kT* !2sin2z

1
2~kT* !2\v sin2z

@~\v!214~kT* !2sin2z#3/2J . ~36!
rs

The low-temperature asymptotics can be easily obtai
from this result, and reproduce the Eq.~35! for kT* !\v or
kT* @\v. For intermediate values ofkT* /\v andkT/\v,
Eq. ~36! is plotted in Fig. 5. As long as both\v andkT are
much smaller thankT* , the integral~36! is dominated byz
!\v/kT* !1, so that the strong pumping asymptote of E
~35b! is reached, irrespective ofv or T.

An analytical expression forfÞ0 can, in principle, be
obtained from Eq.~32! as well. The qualitative behavior as
function of pumping strength and temperature is similar
that shown in Fig. 5 for the casef50. The limit of strong
pumping should converge to the limit Eq.~33! of T50, simi-
larly to the casef50 studied above.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we calculated the current noise generate
a quantum pump using a scattering matrix formalism with
scattering matrixS(t,t8) that depends on two times. Wit
this formalism, we could consider arbitrary pumping fr
quency v, temperatureT, escape rateg, and pumping
strengthX. We then calculated the average and variance
the noise for an ensemble of quantum pumps consisting
chaotic quantum dot.

One issue that has received considerable atten
recently is the question whether one can build
noiseless quantum pump.41 While our results for the bilinear
pumping regime show that there is a finite~mesoscopic!
probability for zero noise, it is not possible to have n
noise and a finite pumped current at the same ti
in the bilinear regime,16,42 cf. Figs. 2 and 3. This is differen
4-7
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beyond the bilinear regime, where a quantized, a
hence, noiseless pump has been proposed using a pum
contour that encircles a resonance in an almost closed q
tum dot.43

We note that both the equilibrium Nyquist-Johnson no
SN and the pumping noiseSP depend on the available energ
window. For pumping noise, that energy window is t
heating temperatureT* , see Eq.~31!; for Nyquist-Johnson
noise it is the temperatureT of the electron reservoirs
The results ~25! and ~33!–~36! allow us to compare
the Nyquist-Johnson and pumping contributions to
averaged noise. In the experimentally relevant case that\v
!kT, both noise contributions are proportional to t
~dimensionless! dot conductanceg, but the Nyquist-Johnson
noise scales asT, while the pumping noise scales asT*
if T* @T and asT* 2/T if T* !T. The Nyquist-Johnson
and pumping contributions to the noise are comparable
T;T* . An experiment cannot separate the two contributio
to the noise, since it measures the total noise pow
The pumping contribution to the noise is dominant as long
T!T* .
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APPENDIX INTEGRATION OVER THE MATRICES R
For the integration over the matricesR1 andR2 we make

use of the fact that they can be parametrized as34

Rj52 i
D

2p\
U t̂1/2H j t̂

1/2U†
^ 12 , j 51,2, ~A1!

FIG. 5. Noise ^SP& in units of e2gv, as a function of the
dimensionless pumping strengthkT* /\v and for various choices
kT/\v.
24531
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whereU is an N3N unitary matrix, t̂ is a diagonalN3N
matrix containing the eigenvaluestm ,m51, . . . ,N, of the
Wigner-Smith time-delay matrix on the diagonal,38 H j is an
N3N Hermitian ~real symmetric! matrix is time-reversal
symmetry is broken~present!, and12 is the 232 unit matrix
in spin grading.

For a chaotic quantum dot, the distributions of the H
mitian matricesH1 and H2, the unitary matrixU, and
the diagonal matrixt̂ are all independent. The matrice
H j , j 51,2, have a Gaussian distribution

P~H !}exp~2b Tr H2/8!, ~A2!

whereb51 if time-reversal symmetry is present andb52 if
time-reversal symmetry is broken by a magnetic field. T
matrix U is uniformly distributed in the unitary group, an
the eigenvaluestm ,m51, . . . ,N of the time-delay matrix
have distribution

P}S 11
e2

p\C (
m51

N

tmD )
m,n

N

utm2tnub

3 )
m51

N

Q~tm!tm
23bN/21b22e2bp\/Dtm. ~A3!

Knowing these distributions, finding the distributio
for small N becomes a matter of mere quadrature. W
have obtained the plots of the distributions ofSP and I /SP

by numerically generating 1072108 matricesRj distributed
according to the above distribution. We refer to Ref.
for the details of implementation of this procedure. Mome
of the noise and the current can be found by perform
the Gaussian integrations overH and the integrations
over the unitary group with the help of the technique
Ref. 36. For smallN, the remaining integration over th
tm can be done explicitly. For largeN, it is sufficient to
know the density and two-point correlator of thetm in order
to find the first two moments ofI or SP. The density of time
delays is34

r~t!5 (
m51

N

^d~tm2t!&5
N

2pt2
A~t12t!~t2t2!,

t652p\~36A8!/ND.

The pair correlation functionK2(t1 ,t2) is a universal
function of the arguments t1 and t2 and the
‘‘spectrum edges’’t2 and t1 .44,45 With the help of the
pair-correlation function45 we find that, up to corrections o
order 1/N4,

K S (
m51

N

tmD qL 5S 2p\

D D qS 11q~q21!
2

bN2D . ~A4!
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